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Creating Sustainable
Cybersecurity Solutions
for Your Organization
Organizations involved in building out a security
apparatus have much to consider. There are a number
of key drivers that influence how, when and what to
build including: size of the organization, geographic
diversity, type of information being protected, and
available resources. Inevitably, security organizations
will be faced with the age old dilemma of build vs.
buy. In Information Security there is no one-size-fitsall approach and successful teams will tailor their
strategy and programs to what their lines of business
actually need. Generally, a security organization’s goal
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to operationalize it. Then, a new threat or risk is
identified, and the same process is followed, rinse
and repeat. Of course, growing the number of people
to manage these tools at a sustainable pace can
be both costly and challenging, especially in times
when there are a shortage of competent security
professionals. Since you cannot accumulate your tool
operators at a fast enough pace, corners are cut and
tools are not properly operationalized. Procedures
and documentation are not defined or well thought
out, maintenance items such as backups and system
monitoring are bypassed. As time goes by, these tools
accumulate like old socks and consequently so does
the information and the data they produce and you
end up with a tremendous amount of technical debt.

should be to mitigate the most relevant cybersecurity

are facing today when developing their security

Intrusion Detection
and Prevention

strategies.

When it comes to the selection of appropriate mature

At first glance, cybersecurity might look like a

intrusion detection or intrusion prevention systems

technical problem and require corresponding

(IDS/IPS) there are many choices on the market. One

technical solutions. However, experienced teams

of the first decisions you will need to make is whether

know that the technological components address

to go with an open-source, commercial, or a hybrid

only part of the equation. It is important to remember

solution out of the gate. If you have more of a do-it-

that ultimately tools don’t solve problems, people do.

yourself mindset then your choice may seem easy,

In fact, many security organizations suffer from too

but if you are not sure, then it is time to consider the

risks facing the company. In this discussion, we will
address some of the challenges that businesses

As time goes by, these
tools accumulate

much technology and not

business drivers, the security organization’s goals,

enough process and in house

your budget, and how much support the initiative

expertise, as well as growing

has from the key stakeholders. Although up and

operational expenses.

coming solutions such as Bro-IDS provide some
complementary feature sets, most purists will use one

like old socks and

The difficulty is that many

consequently so does

security organizations

the information and the

underestimate the total

data they produce.

cost of ownership when

Snort has been the de facto standard in this space for

they embark on solving

quite some time. In fact, many analysts still use the

problems. The typical

snort rule signature syntax throughout the information

lifecycle goes something

security community. However, nothing in life is perfect

of the two most popular open-source solutions as
their core engine, Snort or Suricata.

like this: A threat or risk is identified and the security

and Suricata was born from the need to improve

team tries to mitigate the situation through the

processing throughput. While Snort is a 32-bit,

procurement of a shiny new “tool.” This new tool

single-threaded architecture, Suricata allows for high

eventually is implemented and attempts are made

performance deployments through its 64-bit, multi-
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threaded architecture, its approach to integrating IP

the requisite IPS throughput; something to keep in

reputation signatures, and how it natively processes

mind if you are evaluating a combined solution to

signatures based on application vs the traditional

make sure it will meet your needs.

network protocol and port. In addition, Suricata allows

If going the build-it-yourself (BIY) route, you should

for other powerful capabilities including the ability to

consider where you will need coverage, how many

extract specific file types for further analysis from the

sensors you will need to scale to, and the full

network traffic it monitors and the ability to log useful

maintenance lifecycle including: signature updates,

elements such as SSL certificates and DNS requests.

software updates, operating system patching, general

In a nutshell, both applications are good choices but if

system administration, etc. If you only need a small

performance and the ability to detect more advanced

deployment, then the purist BIY approach is likely a

threats at a lower cost is a priority, then Suricata

good fit. Here are some links to get you started:

should be at the top of your list.

Advantages of Building
Your Own IDS/IPS

Suricata — download directly from the Open
Information Security Foundation (OISF) for the latest
updates and documentation; https://oisf.net/suricata
The OISF also hosts training and conferences to

There are a number of commercial products on

help you get started or improve your Suricata

the market today that provide robust intrusion

deployments.

prevention solutions. Over the past decade, we have
seen a convergence of the firewall and IDS. However,
commercial firewalls can get excessively expensive,
especially when you have to pay for additional
intrusion detection module licenses. If that does not

Bro — While focusing on network security monitoring,
Bro provides a comprehensive platform for more
general network traffic analysis as well;
https://bro.org/download

noticeably constrain your wallet, try to scale out a

Another resource is Security Onion, which is a

deployment across other locations and/or internal

combined Open Source technology Linux distro

areas of your infrastructure that may not benefit

package. It includes Suricata, Snort and Bro, amongst

from full firewall capabilities. Most companies tend to

other technologies. It may be a solid option to get

place their firewalls at key egress/ingress points such

you jump started on a BIY project. Just beware of the

as your Internet connection or partner choke points.

fact that this is a packaged installer, not an integrated

However, companies seeking a full coverage solution

system. Each tool still needs to be managed and

will also want to consider monitoring what is actually

operated independently; https://security-onion-

happening at remote locations (such as retail stores,

solutions.github.io/security-onion

medical centers/clinics, branches, restaurants, etc.),
and internally on their core networks in addition to

A Few Things to Consider

the perimeter. All this adds up to having to procure

Before diving right into a BIY security project, take

a lot of extraneous features at high cost. Further,

some time to define your strategy.

many of the unified NGFW/IPS systems suffer

•

substantial performance degradation when IDS or
IPS capabilities are activated. Meaning if you need to
inspect 10 Gbps of traffic and have a 10 Gig NGFW,

achieve with it?

•

inspected, or over-buying firewall capabilities to get

Define specific goals and consider what metrics
you can use to measure success.

the IPS performance may only operate at 2–4 Gbps.
That means either dropped packets, limited traffic

Why are you building this and what do you hope to

•

Consider all the costs; look beyond the base
hardware and ancillary software and project
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•

anticipated time required to deploy and manage

Walking through the planning scenarios above will

the systems.

help you prepare for a more sustainable project and

What will you use for threat intelligence? Free tools
are available, such as Emerging Threats Open, but
the coverage is limited. For more comprehensive
rulesets, there may be a fee involved.

•

Who will keep the systems updated or repair
devices that fail?

•

How many people will ultimately use the solution?
Consider upstream integrations like SIEM operators
and security analysts. Who will manage technical

•

the time, costs, and operational requirements may
give you the data you need to justify additional
resources for the project to ensure its success.

Advantages of Commercial
Solutions
The advantages of commercial solutions versus open
source vary, but some common things include:

support calls?

•

Integrated features

Plan for sustainability; how critical will your

•

Optimized performance

monitoring system be to your security

•

Consistent and reliable updates

•

Threat intelligence updates

to assure management for system restoration, and

•

Usability enhancements

do you have the resources available to execute

•

Simplified deployment

properly?

•

infrastructure, and what are the consequences if a
device fails? What turnaround times will you need

•

to avoid major surprises down the road. Quantifying

What expertise do you need to manage all those
elements and who will be responsible for them?

Centralized configuration, operation and
maintenance

•

Warranty

•

Technical support

more time into building it out. Eventually, the solution

•

Detailed documentation

evolves to a more widely deployed and depended on

At this point you might be trying to figure out which

tool and its existence is heavily integrated into other

camp you fall into; commercial, build it yourself, or

processes. In some instances, teams begin to realize

hybrid (commercial open-source). Cost is often a

that scalability, performance, and operationalizing

driving factor, as is control over the platform (ability

certain aspects of the solution have become

to customize and change things to suit your needs).

challenging or burdensome; such as optimizing the

The fact is there is no-one-size-fits-all here but

Often teams initiate these projects and find them
successful. That success drives initiatives to invest

Quantifying the time,
costs and operational

solution to keep up with the

here are some guidelines to help you determine if a

performance requirements in

commercial solution is perhaps a better option for

certain high volume locations,

you, and if so, whether a legacy system or hybrid

or system administration

solution would be best.

requirements may

and health monitoring for

give you the data

a large number of devices.

you need to justify

Compounding the problem can

1. Reliable performance is a must-have

additional resources

be challenges around managing

2. Minimize the number of vendors in the security

for the project to

and deploying rules and polices,

ensure its success.

along with consistency around
configuration management.

Traditional Commercial

portfolio
3. Centralized management
4. Highly proprietary infrastructure requiring
4
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seamless integration
5. Proprietary threat intelligence is preferred
6. Monitoring internal activity or remote locations is
less important
7. IPS capabilities can be licensed from your firewall
vendor and the costs and speeds to meet your
requirements
8. Customization/flexibility is less important than
conforming to existing infrastructure
9. Budget is not a determining factor
Commercial Open-Source (Hybrid)
1. Reliable performance is a must-have

into existing security operating center workflows,
troubleshooting, scalability around performance,
centralized management, and technical solution
support.
They also periodically evaluate the skills they have and
play to their strengths. Asking provocative questions
such as: What are we good at? Which processes
are repeatable and might be good candidates for
optimization? What are our prioritized goals? Should
our security organization spend its time performing
tasks that can be offloaded to automation, other
internal teams, and/or an external business partners?
Introspective approaches like this are important as
they can provide clarity as to what makes sense to

2. Numerous locations to monitor

focus on and which path(s) optimize your resources

3. Centralized management and operations

and mitigate your risk.

4. Expand existing BIY solution and utilize existing
tool knowledge
5. Building and constantly maintaining a large open
source deployment isn’t realistic with existing
resources
6. Minimize transitional pain by importing similar
policies and configurations from existing open
source technologies
7. Flexibility/open standards to incorporate new
detection methodologies and grow easily over time
8. Leverage open-source community intelligence
while having the flexibility of adding additional
threat intelligence feeds
9. Share threat intelligence internally or with industry
partners through STIX and TAXII
10. Affordable VM and cloud options to expand the
solution
11. Budget is a significant consideration
Experienced security teams that have already
identified a need for an intrusion system evaluate
a number of factors before they dive into the
implementation phase of a solution. These
considerations may include: hardware, operating
system, signature and rule management, integration

Conclusions/Summary
Some smaller organizations are better off building
an intrusion system themselves and sustaining that
for the long term. It might make sense for medium
and large organizations to start off with an in-house
solution, especially when a full solution commitment
cannot be made from the start. However, as scalability
becomes a priority, it is prudent to consider migration
to a commercial solution.
At the end of the day it comes down to the total cost
of ownership for any of these security tools, and the
goals you have in place for network monitoring and
threat defense. Organizations should be encouraged
to perform their due diligence before they dive into
deploying any system. In most cases, a free trial or
proof of concept deployment is available to evaluate
different approaches and see what resonates with
your team. Even if you are dead set on building it
yourself, it never hurts to show that you have done
your homework and evaluated different options.
Who knows, you might be surprised to find the costs
associated with a commercial solution are fairly
commensurate, may alleviate a lot of your issues, and
may get you to a solution a lot faster.
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